As a boy, I would explore the V&A, looking at ceramics

Edmund de Waal

The new entrance to the Victoria and Albert Museum is not into a magisterial hall, but into a courtyard. It is a pale bluish white, the colour of a summer sky at dusk. There are delicate lines inscribed into the lounge-shaped tiles, some pooling with white glaze, others with yellows, blues or ends. This great expanse laps up against the walls of the museum, revealed for the first time. As you move through it you feel a kind of eddying, shifting sense of water or mound under your feet.

And it is porcelain.

This is a huge and appropriate delight. In creating this new threshold into the museum and the vast underground exhibition space, the largest building project here since 1901 — Amanda Levete has brought alive a salient truth: this museum like no other museum is embodied in ceramics.

Exploring the V&A as a boy, I kept coming across ceramics. Not just the vast halls of vitrines on the fifth floor or the towering ceramic objects that had satiated me and the museum since 1901 — but a part of the architecture itself. There are the terracotta decorations for the Theatre façade, manufactured in 1845 by Blanchard & Co. great columns with intricate decoration representing the ages of man. There are the majolica tiles in the arches in front of the Lecture Theatre, now the café — where there are columns designed by James Gamble and made by Minton. Building News magazine called these, rather wonderfully, “casts of columns in a casing of crockery built up around a brick core.” There are exuberant texts in majolica that run round the room as a frieze. And elsewhere in the museum are tiled ceilings and mosaic floors, some made by female inmates at Woolwich Prison.

Then there is the Ceramic Staircase. This climbs from the space at the end of what is now the Robert HN Ho Family Foundation Galleries of Buddhist Art, past what is now the Sitter Galleries and up to the floors of offices beyond. Two flights of this staircase are encased in “Delft Robins” ware from Minton. They were conceived of as a sort of elevation to the heavens of the original Ceramic Gallery by way of music, art, literature on the first run of stairs and wisdom, truth and science on the second. I loved this idea of an ascent to ceramics through all these arts and virtues.

In this gallery there were ceramic columns, long gone. Now, when you are not looking at the silver, you look up and can see in small gilded cartouches the names of all the significant places that ceramics have been made. It is an encyclopedia that runs from Aken through Koren and lots of English kilns to end in Japan. It is a wonderful concord.

And there are the names of potters from Pinney to Wedgewood too, as a sort of erratical presence hovering over us. Pouza was the Chinese potter who threw himself into a kiln to achieve a spectacular glaze. I’m always glad when Pouza turns up.

These are the designs that a previous director in the Edwardian period wanted painting over. The windows — showing moments in the lives of great potters and “incidents in the history of English pottery” — were to be replaced with “obscured glass with inscribed history” and the terracotta columns recovered “with fibrous plaster as to form a simple classic shape”, while the floor of Montolfores that “dance the eye and absorb light” were to go. They were taken out and crated up. So there are ghosts and memories of ceramics here too.

I was told, then, when Levete turned up in my south London studio talking porcelain, extemporizing on the beauties of Chinese celadons, tanuki tiles where the colours of spring flowers
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are lyrically echoed and Ottoman tiles court. I pulled books off my shelves and dug out broken Chinese shards and made her and her team plunge their hands into the breaches of porcelain slip. The idea of trying to make an open porcelain space in the heart of the museum was electrifying.

Over the subsequent seven years she has kept to this vision, talking to a huge crew of small manufacturers before choosing the right factory, trying again and again to achieve this tactility and depth of tactility. She has resisted the blandishments of those who wanted crisply

texts. This matters because porcelain sits near to the glass of the occlus, so similarly folded metal, to the bawdyland of the hustlers, to the stumps of the Aston Webb arches under which you enter. There is a passionate catticinity of materials here that sings to the V&A’s grounding as the world’s great museum of art, design and craft.

The Sudler Courtyard is contemporary and yet part of this continuum of making and thinking, the history of what happens when we pick up material and choose to make something.